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The Latest Updates and News from iXceed Solutions - October 2019

On-Boarding New Clients
iXceed is acquiring new clients month
over month. This month we added a new
Real Estate client which is an international
property company specializing in Capital,
Acquisitions,

Development,

Homes,

Sales, Lettings and Asset Management.

iXceed Media Coverage
Hindustan Times ( The Leading Indian National Daily )
How Virtual Employees Are Better Than Offshore Freelancers
The recruitment industry has created the concept of Virtual Employee. The aim is to drive a
business model that is lean and result oriented.

Read More>>>

Startup Success Stories ( News & Updates For Indian Entrepreneurs )
This HR Tech Firm Leverages AI to Revolutionize Recruitment
iXceed Solutions is a leading Talent and Workforce Solutions service provider to Fortune 500
companies globally focussing on Technology, IT Consulting, Engineering Consulting domains.

Read More>>>

Indian Web2 ( An Online Media News Portal For Technology & Startups )
Footprints of AI and ML on the Recruitment Industry - IndiaWeb2
The recruitment industry has undergone a sea-change in the last decade or so as businesses are
focussing on adapting to an employee-oriented corporate culture.

Read More>>>

India Today ( Weekly Indian News Magazine)
Gamification: The disruptive way to boost the HR industry
Game design can be the inspiration to create techniques that can be implemented in non-game
contexts. The same can be effectively used to foster engagement.

Read More>>>

From the Director’s Desk - Intriguing Uses of AI in Recruitment
It’s the machine Learning age and AI is fast establishing itself as a game changer in
the recruitment world. AI plays a vital role in helping businesses formulate a talent
acquisition strategy which keeps them ahead of competition. Please watch the
complete video to know the uses of AI in Recruitment.

Must Read Articles From The iXceed Blog
Achieve Growth by Plugging the Voids in the Skill Gap
Analysis Matrix
Most of the organizations struggle to find an adequate
workforce that satisfactorily fills the required skillset. Skills
gap analysis helps the companies to recognize and
streamline the skills it needs to match its business
objectives.

Read Full Article Here>>>
Top 5 Recruitment Trends to Expect in 2020 and
Beyond
As newer technological advancements break the shackles of
traditional methods of recruiting; the firms, hiring partners,
and candidates continue to look for higher efficiency.

Read Full Article Here>>>

Latest Recruitment Industry News
What was the first year of GDPR like? Where is it heading?
In the run-up to 25 May 2018, preparations for the implementation of the European Union (EU)
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) were a key priority for organizations.

Read More>>>
Boris Johnson’s new deal good news for hiring EU nationals, say, lawyers
Passing Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s new deal with the European Union would be good news
for UK recruiters hiring EU nationals over the next year, say employment lawyers.

Read More>>>
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